
BRIDGE NIGHTMARES 

Not soluble in water – try alcohol 



Bridge nightmares 
♠AQ3  ♥Q76432  ♦A  ♣AQ6 
 
West North East South 
   1 ♥ 
Pass 1 ♠ Pass ? 
 
Options: 3 ♥; 3 ♠; 2NT; 2 ♣ (natural and not forcing); 
2 ♣ (natural or any 16+); something else 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3H is the smallest lie. 3S is probably the next smallest lie, followed by 2NT. 2C is risky – you would worry if partner passed, but if she didn’t, you would almost certainly be better places than after three of either major. 2C Gazzilli is fine, if you play the convention. I can’t think of anything else



Bridge nightmares 
♠43  ♥AQ654  ♦AQ64  ♣87 
 
West North East South 
   1 ♥ 
Pass 2 ♣  Pass 2 ♦ 
Pass 2 ♠  Pass ? 
 
Options: 2NT; 3 ♣; 3 ♦; 3 ♥ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is one of a number of positions in which you need to define a “catch-all” bid. The least lie is probably to support clubs – you have more club support than you might have, while you don’t have more of a spade stop or more of a red suit than you might have. Also, 3C conserves bidding space.



Bridge nightmares 
♠632  ♥AQ4  ♦AQ6  ♣Q875 (or QJ75 for weak no trump) 
 
West North East South 
   1 ♣ 
1 ♠  Double  Pass ? 
 
Options: 1NT; 2 ♣; 2 ♥ 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1NT probably best in terms of overall hand type. But responder must remember not to raise notrump without checking for a spade guard first.



Bridge nightmares 
♠87  ♥AKJ4  ♦A7  ♣AQ872 
 
West North East South 
  3 ♠  ? 
 
Options: double; 3NT; 4 ♣; 4 ♥; pass 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No real alternative to double; I don’t much mind whether you pass 4D or bid over it. But the real question is: what does it mean if you bid 4H over 4D? Is this a hand too good for an immediate 4H overcall? Or is it a “flexible” hand like the one above (maybe you should have five hearts even for a “flexible” bid, but…)



Bridge nightmares 
♠7  ♥A32  ♦Q1098743  ♣84 
 
West North East South 
  1 ♦  (1) Pass 
1 NT 2 ♠  Pass ? 
 
(1) Precision, 1+ diamonds 
 
Options: pass; 3 ♦; something silly 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You might think 3D is silly – how can you make a cuebid with this hand? Well, maybe it shouldn’t be a cuebid. Maybe 3C should be a cuebid (you can’t have a natural 3C bid now, when you passed over 1D. Maybe you could have overcalled 3D (weak) – everyone plays this as a stopper ask, but I have never understood why.



Bridge nightmares 
♠AJ10873  ♥65  ♦Q7  ♣864 
 
West North East South 
 1NT Double  (1) ? 
 
(1) Four spades and a longer side suit 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are so many different defences to 1NT these days that the best approach is not to care what the opponents play. This means: if they double (not for penalty) or they bid 2C (whatever it means), we use our own system. Over double, redouble is balanced and looking for a penalty, 2C is Stayman, 2D and upwards are unchanged. Over 2C, double is Stayman, 2D and upwards are unchanged (so here we bid 2H, transfer to spades). Over 2D and higher bids, double is takeout of the suit they have bid – not the suit they have shown, the suit they have bid. 2H and 2S are natural and to play, 2NT and upwards are lebensohl or whatever you use.



Bridge nightmares 
♠4  ♥AKJ1032  ♦AQ654  ♣A 
 
West North East South 
2 ♦ (1) Pass 3 ♥ (2) ? 
 
(1) Weak with one major (2) Pass or correct 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you play double for takeout, you can bid 4H but it might be nice to show a two-suiter. You can play 4D as diamonds and a major (non-leaping Michaels), but you need to have firm agreements about this convention. If you pass and then bid 4H over 3S when it comes back, that ought to show a two-suiter (else why not 4H directly?) but partner may be confused. Besides, they may have bid 4S by the time it’s your turn (you can bid 4NT, or 5H, but partner will be really confused). If you play double for penalty of hearts, you’re fine on this hand but may be less fine on some others. Best is probably to play double as “penalty or takeout”, which confuses everybody.
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